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Building Dynamic Web Content 
Based on Visitor Requirements 
WINK (What I Need to Know)™  Virtual Concierge 
Web sites are wonderful resources, 
but visitors to complex sites often 
have difficulty finding the specific 
information they need. This is 
especially true for companies that 
have a wide range of products and 
services to choose from, with 
visitors that have diverse 
experience and background levels.  

A site with appropriate content for 
novices may be boring for experienced or repeat customers.  A site aimed at top-level knowledgeable clientele 
would confuse or overwhelm novices. Site visitors can become confused and frustrated drilling down through 
many layers of information to find the answers they need. WINK provides an effective way to provide a 
dynamically constructed page with content customized for individual visitors based on logical rules.  

WINK systems are a new approach to dynamically building custom Web pages for each site visitor based on 
their specific interests and requirements.  The WINK page presents the content that will be most relevant to 
that visitor, generally with links to other parts of the site for more details or to take action on purchases.  
WINK systems are ideal for large web sites aimed at visitors with very different interests, backgrounds and 
goals. A WINK system serves as a “virtual concierge” that asks the visitor some simple questions. Then 
using the logic of the Corvid knowledge automation system, selects the content that is most appropriate for 
that visitor and builds a custom page for them.  This immediately provides the content that the visitor wants, 
without them having to navigate a potentially confusing site and not finding the information that they need.  
WINK provides a way to immediately provide recommendations and advice comparable to the interaction 
with a concierge or top-level representative in a brick-and-mortar store.  

WINK systems use Exsys Corvid's powerful Inference Engine to provide Web-based expert "consultations" 
that ask questions and determine what content is relevant to a visitor. A custom Web page is compiled that 
includes all of the applicable information specific to their interests and requirements, based on logical criteria 
built into the system. 

WINK is ideal for web sites for companies that support customers in many different categories, or any large 
site that has problems with visitors getting “lost” without finding the content that they is relevant to them. 
WINK saves time, and provides compelling content without visitors having to browse through information 
they don't need. The more complex a site, the more it needs WINK to organize and present information.  
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For example, consider Exsys Inc.  We have customers with widely different backgrounds in expert systems 
– they want to build systems to solve a large variety of problems in many different industries.  The Exsys 
web site has content for all the different customers.  However, it is easy for someone that wants to build a 
simple diagnostic system, to navigate into a section of the web site that deals with complex product selection 
problems and think that Corvid does not do diagnostic systems.  This can result in a confused customer that 
leaves the site. Instead, a WINK system asks the visitor a few questions about their interests and 
experience, and builds a custom page with content relevant to their interests and case studies that illustrate 
how Exsys tools have been used to solve their type of problem.  WINK makes it possible in a few questions 
to provide information that might take considerable site navigation to find – and which the visitor might miss 
completely.   

With WINK the system just asks a few questions: 
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then builds a custom page of content tailored to 
that visitor. 

Since WINK systems are built with Corvid, they 
have the full power of the Inference Engine to do 
far more than simply select content.  They can also 
incorporate any other expert advisory analysis to 
determine what should be presented to the user.  

When Web site visitors run WINK systems, the 
Corvid interface asks focused questions and 
provides an interaction that is "conversational", 
rather than search-based. If the visitor input 
indicates more detail is needed in order to select 
the best page content, the system will 
automatically ask more detailed questions to 
determine what additional information to provide. 
The interaction emulates talking to a 
knowledgeable expert who can determine what is 
needed and then provides it. It is like the difference 
between talking to the doctor and reading the 
medical textbook. Visitors get the information they 
need, and are confident that all relevant 
information has been provided.  

Exsys Corvid WINK Site Guide systems can have 
any degree of complexity of logic. The content that 
is included can be any content supported by a web 
browser.  This document covers how to select 
sections of text and HTML formatting code.  Rather 
than including formatting code, CSS can be used 
to provide formatting of relatively simple content 
selected by the WINK system. 

Corvid WINK is also ideal for wireless web devices. 
Corvid allows building interfaces that can be very 
small and efficient. CSS can be used to format the 
content for multiple devices. 

 
How to Build WINK Site Guide 
Systems 
The goal of a WINK system is to build a 
customized HTML page that includes the content 
that is most appropriate for a specific site visitor.   

There are 4 main parts to building a WINK system: 

 Creating a general layout and design for the page that will be created.  

 Writing rules to determine the pieces of content to be provided based on the visitor’s input.  

 Incorporating the selected content into the page design using HTML, templates and special Corvid 
commands.  

 Displaying the page to the site visitor. 
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First, consider what content and information is to be provided to the visitor. 

 If the site covers many different products/capabilities/markets, the page generated should only show 
information on the ones the visitor is interested in.  In some cases it may be possible to determine which are 
appropriate with a few questions and a simple tree diagram. Others may require more complex probabilistic 
logic to find the ones that should be displayed. 

 If the site is technical and site visitors may have varying levels of experience and background, content for 
different appropriate technical levels should be provided.  This can also apply to presenting content in various 
languages. 

 Typically WINK only builds a single page, so try to keep the content relatively short, using links to other 
pages for more details.  The goal of WINK is to select what is relevant and present it in an organized way.  
Often this requires only a brief description with links for more details.  Once the visitor is interested and has 
links to the relevant parts of the site, they can find the details there.  

 Some information and links may be generic and would be provided to all visitors.  This is normally made part 
of the page design rather than being handled in the logic that selects content. 

 

General Design 
Create a general design for the page that will be generated.  This can simply be sketched out on paper to indicate the 
overall appearance.  This general layout can be mostly fixed or quite dynamic, depending on the complexity of the 
WINK system.  Typically there will be various regions on the page, which in the final design may be cells in a table. 

 Regions may be static, with the same content included for all visitors.  

 Regions may indicate an area of the page that will always include content on the same general subject, 
though the specific details may vary with each visitor.  For example, a block of a text may always contain a 
description of company capability and experience, though the specific text might vary to reflect the visitor’s 
requirements. 

 Some regions may be highly dynamic with the entire layout of that section changing significantly and set 
within the WINK system. 

 

For a first system, it is best to limit the design to the first 2 items since this will be easier.  The third, allows 
considerably more dynamic pages, but is actually just a matter of applying the first 2 items recursively to build a 
section of the page. 
For the Exsys page shown earlier, the general design is: 
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The gray areas are static and have the same content for all visitors.  The 3 white regions are the content that the 
WINK system will build.  Each is independent of the others and will be constructed based on the visitor input and 
system logic.   
For more complex systems, some of the content regions might have different layouts for specific situations.  In that 
case, layout designs can be created for the various possibilities for that region.   

 

Templates 
The page that will be built by WINK is a combination of the content 
selected for that visitor, presented in a layout design created in HTML.  
To the extent possible, the WINK system should try to separate content 
and layout – though some overlap can occur. 
The dynamic content for each of the non-static regions will be built in a 
Corvid Collection variable.  These collection variables can be 
embedded into an HTML template using double square bracket 
replacement [[ ]].  This allows a template to be easily designed using 
standard HTML design tools and WYSIWYG editors.   
The template should layout the regions, typically using tables.  The 
page should match the look-and-feel desired for the page, or designed 
to match other site content. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) can be 
used to match site standards and layout, and provide options for how 
the page will be displayed on various devices. 
The static text regions can be designed like content on any other 
HTML page with text, images, links or any other content supported in a 
browser.  However the individual content regions that will change 
should just be an embedded Collection variable.   
In the example the entire region marked “Technology Description” 
could be just an embedded variable named [Tech_Description].  This 
single variable would be embedded in the template in place of the 
content for the technology description.   It can be added to the template 
as text using an HTML editor.  The variable name should be placed in 
double square brackets, which will later cause it to be replaced by the 
content set by the logic in the WINK system.  The “.value” property is 
used since only the value that will be set should be embedded – not 
the normal Prompt plus Value.  
The same can be done for other content regions. 
The template to the right has 3 collection variables embedded to 
provide the dynamic content that will be set by the WINK system.  The 
other parts of the template have content that is static and will be 
presented to all visitors.  This includes headings, logos, and other 
content that is not visitor-specific. 
This provides a quick way to create a template that WINK can work 
with.  The next step is to create the content to be used to replace the 
variables. 

 

Content 
When the result page is displayed, Corvid will replace the embedded collection variables with their values.  
Since collection variables were used, the value is a text string.  The logic in the WINK system can add one 
or more text strings to the collection, depending on the complexity of the content.   

For the first variable, [Tech_Description], the logic is very simple.  The content will be one of several 
descriptions that are at different levels of technical detail.  The appropriate one will be selected based on 
asking the visitor their level of background with the technology.   Here one rule will set the full content for the 
variable. 
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The [Case_Studies] variable will have much more complex logic, using a MetaBlock to weight and select 
among many options. 

The [Details] variable can cover multiple areas, and will have multiple blocks of text added to the same 
variable by different rules. 

 

Adding Content to a Collection Variable 
There are many methods to add content to a Collection variable, but for WINK systems 2 ways are the most 
common. 

 Adding content directly   

This uses the .ADD method in the THEN part of a rule:  

  [var.ADD]  content 

With this method the “content” is the text and HTML codes to be included in the content.  This 
approach requires “hard coding” the text and HTML codes into the system.  If the text is likely to 
change frequently, this approach will make it somewhat more difficult to edit the text since it is part 
of the logic and rules in the system. 
 

 Adding content from a file 

Corvid allows adding a section of text from a file using the .ADDFILE method. 

  [var.ADDFILE]  file, key 

With this approach, a section of another HTML file can be included.  The “key” is a marker in the file 
that indicates the start and end of the text to include.  Since it is very useful for WINK systems to be 
able to include a section of another HTML page, the “key” markers that must be placed in the file are 
HTML comments, allowing them to be included but not displayed.  The syntax is: 
 

text 
<!-- CORVID_KEY=key  --> 
text to add 
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=key  --> 
text 

 

 
All text between the marker <!-- CORVID_KEY=key_str --> and the closing 
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=key_str --> will be added to the file. Since the 
start and end markers are associated with a specific key, they can overlap, 
and can also include CORVID_IF conditional inclusion sections. If no "key" 
is specified, the entire contents of a file will be added to the Collection variable. 

 Adding content from a file is a very convenient way to select content in a way that: 

 Allows it to be built with HTML design tools 

 Can be viewed in a browser to see how the HTML appears 

 Is edited and maintained separate from the logic of the WINK system 

In this case, there could be a new HTML page created called “Description.html” (or any other 
name).  It would have the various descriptions that the system would select among to use as the 
[Tech_Description] content.  These can have relatively simple formatting since they will in the end 
be dropped into the overall design template.   
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However, if more complex formatting is needed, it can be used. CSS can be used to format the content of 
pages being automatically generated.  Once the various descriptions are created, open the page source and 
put the  
 

<!-- CORVID_KEY=key   
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=key  --> 

 

markers in the file.  These should be placed so that the content between them can be dropped into the 
template in place of the “[[Tech_Description.value]]” embedded variable.  The text from the new page 
between the “CORVID_KEY” markers can be copied and pasted into a copy of the template to test this.   

Use “key” text that will make it easy to use the appropriate section of the page. 

Now add rules in the system that adds the appropriate block of HTML code from the new page based on the 
input from the site visitor. 

IF 
 Visitor experience with expert systems is limited 
THEN 
 [Tech_Description.ADDFILE]  Description.html, basic 
 
IF 
 Visitor experience with expert systems is extensive 
THEN 
 [Tech_Description.ADDFILE]  Description.html, advanced 

 

In the Description.html page, there would be sections: 

Optional text 
<!-- CORVID_KEY=basic  --> 

Basic description of how systems work 
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=basic  --> 
Optional text  
<!-- CORVID_KEY=advanced  --> 

Advanced description of how systems work 
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=advanced  --> 
Optional text 

 

The actual descriptions can involve as much text, HTML code and other content as needed – provided it can 
be dropped into the template in place of “[[Tech_Description.value]]” 

Once the system is finished, if there needs to be a change in the descriptions, it can be edited in the  
Description.html file, without having to edit the actual WINK logic or content. 

 

Adding Multiple Items of Content 
To add multiple items of content to the variable, as in the [Details] section, just add content more than once.  
The [Details] section may have one or many descriptions based on items in a list that the site visitor 
selected.  Collection variables can have any number of items added to them.   
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A series of rules could add content to the Collection variable.  A Details.html page could be created with the 
descriptions of the various areas that could be included.  These would be marked using the “CORVID_KEY” 
markers. The rules could then add the appropriate pieces to the collection variable. Some of these might be: 

IF 
 Area of interest is product selection 
THEN 
 [Details.ADDFILE]  Details.html, Product_description 

 
IF 
 Area of interest is diagnostics 
THEN 
 [Details.ADDFILE]  Details.html, diagnostics 

 

These rules would be run from a Logic Block in forward chaining.  One or more rules could fire, adding 
content to the [Details] collection.  The content would come from the separate HTML page(s) with the 
various possible descriptions, and “CORVID_KEY” tag markers.  

When selecting the sections of the Detailsl.html page to add, make sure that the total HTML code for all the 
sections can be concatenated and embedded in place of the “[[Details.value]]” in the template. 

 

Building Content from Another Template 
Another very useful way to build more complex content to put into the main template is to use other 
templates to build sections.  This can be a file, or a section of a HTML page indicated with “CORVID_KEY” 
markers.   

As with the main template, this can include embedded Corvid variables in double square brackets.  This 
second level template can include formatting, embedded variables and other content.   

For example, suppose a system will recommend the best products for the customer.  There are enough 
products that there will always be 4 to recommend, but the system should display the top 4 items in a table. 

To select the products, a MetaBlock will be used to sort the top products into the Collection variable 
[Products].  (See the MetaBlock section of the manual for details on product selections systems). 

Create a small HTML page with just the table that you want to use.  This can have cells with the various 
items from the selected Products list.   

 
Notice that these are each double square bracket expressions.  When the template content is added to 
another Corvid variable, these double square bracket expressions will automatically be evaluated when the 
content is added. 
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Looking at the code for the page in the file Product.html: 
 
 

<html> 
 

<head> 
<title>Product Template</title> 

</head> 
 

<body bgcolor="#ffffff"> 
<!-- CORVID_KEY=Product_table --> 
 <table border="1" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0"> 
  <tr> 
   <td>[[Product.ITEM 1]]</td> 
   <td>[[Product.ITEM 2]]</td> 
  </tr> 
  <tr> 
   <td>[[Product.ITEM 3]]</td> 

<td>[[Product.ITEM 4]]</td> 
  </tr> 
 </table> 
<!-- CORVID_KEY_END=Product_table --> 
   
</body> 

 
</html> 

A Corvid variable [Product_table] would get the content for the full table, with all double square bracket 
embeds replaced with: 

 [Product_table.ADDFILE]  Product.html, Product_table 
 

The Corvid variable [Product_table] would now have the formatted content for the recommended products, 
which could then be embedded into the top-level template.   

Using templates for specific sections that are then embedded into a higher-level template can be repeated 
recursively as many levels as is needed for a layout.   

It can also be used as a way to select details of the layout.  In this example, 4 products are displayed in a 
2x2 table.  If only 3 products were suitable, a separate ADDFILE command could call a different table layout 
for the top 3 products and use that as the value for [Product_table].  This could then simply be embedded 
into the top-level template to change that detail of the layout. 

 

Embedding the Values of Variables 
In addition to the main Collection variables embedded in the templates, any of the text added to the 
collections either directly or from files can include the embedded values of other variables.  This is a 
convenient way to include user input, values calculated by the system or short text strings. 

To do this, just put the name of the variable in double square brackets in the text that will be added to the 
collection variable.  In many cases it will be useful to use the properties of the variable to format it.   
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For example, if the visitor has specified a spending limit which is stored in the variable [Limit], part of the 
content added to a collection variable could be: 

 Since the spending limit is $[[Limit.format ###]], the products recommended are … 
 

Any of the properties for variables can be used when they are embedded, though the .VALUE and 
.FORMAT are most commonly used. 

When a variable is embedded, Corvid will attempt to derive the value for the variable, this can lead to backward 
chaining and the system asking questions to attempt to derive the value.  If it is certain that the value will be 
fully know when the embedded variable is used, Corvid can be told to not attempt to derive a value, but use the 
current value. This is done by putting an * between the [[ and the variable name. For example: 

[[*price.value]] 

would embed the current value of [Price]] without trying to derive it. 
 

Using CORVID_IF 
In addition to all the other ways to select and conditionally include text, CORVID_IF commands can be used 
in the text added to the Collection variables from a file or template. 

The syntax is: 

#CORVID_IF (expression) 

lines of text to add 

#CORVID_ENDIF 

the expression can be any Boolean expression, including ones with Corvid variables.  Any expression that 
could appear in an IF node of a Logic Block can be used.  See the manual section on CORVID_IF for the 
details of using this option. 

For example if the system needed to select between 2 table forms to display either 3 or 4 products: 
 

#CORVID_IF ([Num_products_to_display] >= 4) 
 <table border="1" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0"> 

  <tr> 

   <td>[[Product.ITEM 1]]</td> 

   <td>[[Product.ITEM 2]]</td> 

  </tr> 

  <tr> 

   <td>[[Product.ITEM 3]]</td> 

<td>[[Product.ITEM 4]]</td> 

  </tr> 

 </table> 

#CORVID_ENDIF 
#CORVID_IF ([Num_products_to_display] < 4) 
 <table border="1" cellspacing="2" cellpadding="0"> 

  <tr><td>[[Product.ITEM 1]]</td></tr> 

  <tr><td>[[Product.ITEM 2]]</td></tr> 

  <tr><td>[[Product.ITEM 3]]</td></tr> 

 </table> 

#CORVID_ENDIF 
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Depending on the value of [Num_products_to_display] one of the tables would be selected.  Notice that 
these include other embedded values that would be replaced by the values set by the system. 

 

Displaying the Finished Page 
Now that there is a top-level template (TopTempalte.html) and all of the Collection variables embedded into 
that page have values, the last step is to display it. 

Before displaying the final WINK page, make sure all the embedded variables have their final value.  This 
can be done from the Command Block.  It is a good idea to have a Logic or Action Block to derive the value 
for each embedded variable.  These can be run directly from the Command Block with the FORWARD 
command.  (The DERIVE command can also be used if backward chaining is used to set the value, but 
remember that backward chaining uses rules as they are needed, so the order that content will be added 
may not be as predictable.) 

So the first part of the Command Block will look something like: 

FORWARD BLOCK=Product_Block 

FORWARD BLOCK=Detail_Block 

FORWARD BLOCK=Description_Block 

Once all of the top-level template embedded variables have values, the page can be displayed.  There are 
several ways to do this depending on if the system is run with the Corvid Applet or Servlet Runtime, and if 
the resulting page should be saved and able to be bookmarked for later reference. 

The easiest way to display the page is when running with the Servlet Runtime, and without the need for 
bookmark support.  Just specify the TopTemplate.html as the results screen template and do the RESULTS 
command. 

 RESULTS Servlet= TopTemplate.html 

The RESULTS command will automatically replace all the embedded variables with their value and display 
the resulting page.  This will have all the content that was generated for the site visitor, but since it is just a 
page from the Servlet, it does not have a unique URL and cannot be bookmarked.  The visitor can view or 
print the page, but once the session is done, or once they browse to another page the content will be lost.  
(Because you cannot leave the page and return, any links on the page should open new pages in a separate 
browser window, leaving the current display window unchanged.) 

 

Display from an Applet or Supporting Bookmarks 
The final WINK page can also be displayed from the Applet Runtime, or from the Servlet Runtime in a way 
that allows bookmarking the page.  This is done by setting the value of a final Collection variable 
[WINK_page] by adding the top level template with ADDFILE: 

 [[WINK_page.ADDFILE]  TopTemplate.html 

Notice that there is no KEY value since you want to include the full content of the entire page. 

As above, before adding the content to WINK_Page, make sure all the embedded variables have their final 
value.  So the first part of the Command Block will look something like: 

FORWARD BLOCK=Product_Block 
FORWARD BLOCK=Detail_Block 
FORWARD BLOCK=Description_Block 
… 
SET [[WINK_page.ADDFILE]  TopTemplate.html 
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There is now a collection variable [WINK_Page] with the full HTML content that is to be displayed. Java 
security does not allow this to be done directly.  Instead, the content must be saved as a Corvid report and 
then the report displayed. 

 

Saving the Page 
Java security prevents an applet from simply displaying an HTML page, or from writing the page to the local 
hard disk.  The applet can only write the page back to the server, and then call another server program that 
displays the page in a new browser window.   

Call the SaveReport command to save the report to the server.  First create a new string variable   
[Page_ID] to store the page ID on the server.   When the page is saved, it will return an identifier that will be 
stored in [Page_ID] and later used to specify which file to display. 

The content that you send to the server for the page is the Collection variable [WINK_Page].  Add the 
SaveReport command to the Command file after the command that assigned the TopTemplate to 
[WINK_Page].  The command will be something similar to: 

 SaveReport [Page_ID] [WINK_Page] IP=0 SERVLET=”SaveRptServletURL” 

Where the “SaveReportServlet” URL is the URL for the Corvid save Report Servlet on your server. (See the 
Corvid manual for more details on the SaveReport command and its various options.) 

Note: WINK normally builds an HTML page and the SaveReport/DisplayReport commands assume 
that the content-type is text/html. It is also possible to build WINK style pages using other content 
types such as RTF or plain text.  In that case, change the “Content-type” to the appropriate type.  
See the SaveReport part of the Corvid manual for details.  

 

Displaying the Page 
Now all that remains is to display the file you created with the SaveReport command in a new browser 
window.   

Use the Corvid DisplayReport command, which includes the String variable [PAGE_ID] that was set in the 
SaveReport command.  This variable has the information that identifies the page on the server to display.  
The command will be similar to: 

 DisplayReport [PAGE_ID] SERVLET=”DispRptServletURL” 

This will display the page in a new browser window.  The site visitor can then print, save or bookmark the 
page from their browser.   

The page will have a unique identifier that allows it to be bookmarked.  The SaveReport command has 
options that determine how long the page will be kept on the server and who can access the page.  Access 
may be limited to the originator only, or allowed to be viewed by anyone.  If some limits are applied, the 
visitor should be warned that the page will be available only for x days, etc.  (See the SaveReport section of 
the Corvid manual for the details and options of the SaveReport command). 

 

Ending the System 
The DisplayReport command will display the custom WINK page for the visitor in a new browser window.  
However, the window running the system should have some simple closing screen to display some 
information – “thank the user for running the system”, etc.  This can be done with a standard Results 
command. 
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Conclusion 
WINK systems are a very powerful way to build content tailored to individual site visitors.  Corvid provides 
many ways to maintain items of content as HTML pages that are parsed and conditionally included into an 
overall template for the final page.  The various ways to dynamically modify content and layout, which can 
be used recursively, allows highly complex designs to be implemented. 
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